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THE PANORPOIDCOMPLEX.

Part i.

—

The Wing-coupling Apparatus, with special

REFERENCETO THE LePIDOPTERA.

By R. J. TiLLYARD, M.A., D.Sc, F.L.S., F.E.S., Linnkan

Macleay Fellow of the Society in Zoology.

(Plates xxix.-xxx., and sixteen Text-figures.)

There can be little doubt that, in the original Pterygote

Insects, fore- and hindwings were independent in tlight, and the

muscles controlling them were innervated from two separate

sources, viz., the ganglia of the meso- and metathorax respect-

ively. Coincidence of action or beat, then, between fore- and

hindwings, without which flight would scarcely have become

possible, must have been maintained through coordination of the

two sets of nervous impulses sent out from these two ganglia.

Now, in those Orders in w^hich the wings were more or less

hairy, the development of a fringe round the border of the wing

would undoubtedly increase the sense of touch in these organs;

since the macrotrichia, or larger seta? of the wing, are of the

type known as seufiilhe, and were evidently developed at first as

tactile organs. Hence it came about that, in the course of evo-

lution, a further coordination was able to be established between

the posterior portion of the base of the forewing and the anterior

portion of the base of the hind."**" Such coordination did not, at

first, take the form of a definite linking-up of the two wings, but

* It should be borne in mind that the structures here to be discussed

were originally present on both wings; e.(j., frenular bristles occur at base

of foreirinys of certain Mecoptera, as well as of hindwings; and a jugal

lobe is pi^esent at bases of hofh wings in certain Trichoptera and in Micro-

pterj/yldfc. But it is onlj' on the posterior border of the forewing and the

anterior border of the hind that thej^ can come into contact, and so develop

into a coupling-apparatus.
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consisted merely in the greater development of the sensilla? of

this region of the two wings, their contact acting as a guide in

flight, much as the reins act in the driving of a horse, or the

touch of the hand of one person in guiding another in the dark.

To these structures, whether they act merely as a yiridf, or

whether they are more fully developed so as to fink the two

wings quite closely together, T propose to give the name "Wing-

coupling Apparatus," which 1 have already used in dealing with

the Planipennia(12).

The complete, archaic wing-coupling apparatus consists of four

distinct parts, two belonging to the forewing, and two to the

hind. These are:

—

In the forew ing

(1) The area of contact with the hind wing or its bristles.

(2) The bristles developed along the border of that area.

In the hind wing

(3) The area of contact with the forewing or its bristles.

(4) The bristles developed along the border of that area.

In the case under discussion, i.e., when the two areas of con-

tact are located at the bases of the wings, we may name the

parts as follows :

—

(1) The area of contact of the forewing with the hind, in so

far as it projects beyond the general contour of the posterior

border, may conveniently be termed the jnyal Johe, a term I have

already employed in the paper mentioned abo\e(l2). A special-

ised form of this area, in which it becomes an elongated, narrow

process passing hplouo the costa of the hind wing, is termed the

juyum, this being the term fii'st applied to such a process by

Comstock in the Lepidoptera(l).

(2) The bristles projecting from this area towards the hind-

wing may be called the jnya/ hristlpg.

(3) The area of contact of the hindwing with the fore, in so

far as it projects beyond the general contour of the anterior or

costal border, may be termed the humeral lobe. I had previously

employed the term jnyal jji-oce.s.<i for this area in the Planipennia

(12). But I now consider that this term is open to objection; as
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it would certainly conduce to clearness, if the adjective jncial

were to be employed only in connection with the forewing. As

authors who have written upon the Lepidoptera have generally

alluded to this part of the hindwing as the shoulder or humerus

(a somewhat too general term), there can be little objection in

replacing it by the term here proposed.

(4) The bristles projecting from this area towards the forewing

may be called the fremihwi. This term is already in general use

in the Lepidoptera, and should now be adopted for ihe homo-

logous structures in other Orders,

p The relationships of these

four parts to one another, in

an ideal archaic coupling-ap-

paratus, may be seen from

Text-fig. 1, it being under-

stood that, owing to the

slightly higher level of the

Text-fig. 1 .

* forewing, the frenulum passes

beneath the jugal lobe, but the jugal bristles lie above the costa

of the hindwing.

We may now profitabl}^ study the formation of the coupling-

apparatus in the wings of the diiierent Orders comprising the

Panorpoid Complex. From this discussion, we are compelled to

omit the Protomecoptera (in which the bases of the wings have

so far not been discovered in the fossils known), and the Aphani-

ptera, in which the wings have been lost.

Order MECOPTERA. (Text-figs. 2-4).

This is the only Order extant in which all four parts of the

ideal coupling-apparatus can still be recognised. In Text-fig. 2,

I have figured the coupling-apparatus from the wings of two

very archaic families, found only in Austi-alia. In the family

Choristidce (Text-fig. 2a), there is a slightly projecting, but quite

* Ideal archaic wing-conpling apparatus at bases of wings: //•, frenulum;

Fw, forewing; ///, humeral lobe; Hm, hindwing; jh, jugal bristles; ,//, jugal

jobe. (Jugal bristles rest above costa of hindwing, but frenular bristles

pass beneath jugal lobe of forewing),
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definite, jif{/a/ Johp
( //), from the more distal portion of whicli

arises a set of about a dozen small, but stiff and closely set, ji'(j<il

J)ristlp)< (jh), which make contact with the costa of the hindwing

in flight. In the hindwing, there is a small but quite definite

hiviupral lobe (hi), from which spring the two enormous bristles

of the frennl urn (fr). These latter, during fiight, joass under

—

and, indeed, quite beyond the interior border of —the jugal lobe

of the fore wing. The whole apparatus is eminently suital)le for

maintaining contact between the two wings in flight, without in

any way linking the hindwing /??•;?? /y to the fore.

In the wings of the family Xannoehorlstidiv (Text-fig. 2/>), which

are specialised by reduction, w^e ty.

meet with much the same struc- il

tures. But in this case there is a

single, strong, jugal bristle on the

forewing, instead of a set of

weaker bristles. The flight of q^
these insects is the strongest of // y\ ••... r-'

any in the Order, and the wings J

are closely linked together. The jl

linking is accomplished by the /^

two sets of bristles. The frenu-

lum passes under the jugal lobe, 7 . f k/'"'"^^ -jb

while the jugal bristle passes ^'

above the bases of the frenular ^^^,>'-^^:^:3 ^3Lijy'h<'^<^><K,^ f

bristles, and presses down upon

the costal area of the hindwing,

thus forming a very neat and

perfect coupling-apparatus. ^^ ' ^'"

In the archaic J/^roy^?V/r^(Text-fig.3), there is a peculiar special-

isation not found anywhere else, to my knowledge, within the

Insecta. The jugal lobe beai-s a very distinct, black tubercle,

projecting from its border. This tubercle appears to have been

* Wing-coupling apparatus in Mecoptera. a, In T<vniocliorisfa pallida

E.-P., wings connected, viewed from beneath. I>, In Xannochorida dipter-

o/ri(N Till. , wings disconnected. (Both ;< 88). Lettering as in Text-fig. 1.
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formed by fusion of an original set of jugal bristles, as seen in

Chorista. A frenulum is also present, but reduced in size.

In all other representatives of this Order, the jugal bristles

appear to be either absent or very weakly formed; and the whule

coupling-apparatus shows a

gradual reduction from dis-

use, probably owing to a pro-

gressive weakening in the hi

tlight of these somewhat lazy

insects. Text-tig. 3.
*

The culmination of this tendency is to be seen in the highly

specialised HUfaridce,, in which fore- and hind wings have again

il ^-ii-^i.*;-^^
returned to complete independence in

"^"''^'^^^^'
llight, the wings becoming greatly nar-

rowed and elongated, with petiolation

'^ of their bases. The coupling-apparatus

D
•' ^^V/^ is here only represented by a vestige of

the humeral lobe, from which projects a

W^ sinule frenular bristle, which ci-osses a

^S,..,^^ similar bristle developed from the ex-

Text-tif'.4.t treme base of the forewing (Text-fig. 4).

Reviewing the above evidence, it is clear that the Archetype

of the Order Mecoptera must have had the complete archaic

coupling apparatus fully developed, very much as it still exists

in the ancient Choriatidm to-day.

Order PLANIPENNIA. (Text-fig.5).

In this Order, the coupling-apparatus is again best developed

in the more archaic families, notably in the Ilpvierubiicke (Text-

fif.5). Jugal bristles are absent; but the frenulum is repre-

sented either by one or two strong bristles {Jr). These bristles

* Wing-coupling apparatus in Merope tuber Newm,, viewed from above,

showing the large, black tubercle at l^ase of forewing: /;/, humeral lobe;

( X 40).

t Reduced wing-coupling apparatus in HarpobiUacus tWyardi E.-F :

}), bristle developed from extreme base of forewing; other lettering as in

Text-fig. l;(x 40).
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project from the apex of a very strongly developed humeral lobe

(h/). During Hight, this latter lobe, together with its frenulum,

passes under the jugal lobe of the forewing, which is hollowed

out beneath for its reception.

The same type of coupling-apparatus is to be found in all the

other families, but it is generally much

reduced in size, and does not appear to be

functional. The tendency in the evolution

of this Order has been to combine a pro-

gressive narrowing of the wings with a

gradual return to complete independence

of fore- and hindwing in flight. In the

highest families, Mynnelaonfidce and Asca- Text-fig.o."

laphid(f., the bases of the wings become shortly petiolate, and the

original coupling-apparatus can only be made out as an extremely

reduced renniant at the very bases of the wings.

For this Order, then, we must assume an Archetype in which

the archaic coupling-apparatus was complete in all except one

particular, viz., that the jugal bristles were absent.

Order MEGALOPTERA. (Text-figs. 6-7).

Throughout this Order, the hairy vestiture of the wings, both

macro- and microtrichia, has been very much reduced. The most

archaic type of coupling-apparatus known to mewithin the Order

is to be found in a genus not yet described, but allied both to

the Corydalidce and the Sialidcn. This possesses both jugal and

humeral lobes, of small size, the latter with a few small hairs,

the remnants of the frenulum. In Sialis, the two lobes are

present, but apparently hairless.

In the Corydalidce (Text-fig. 6), as exemplified by Archicha all-

odes, the only genus that I have been able to study, the humeral

lobe is much reduced, but the jugal lobe becomes a definite

angular projection (,y7) which presses down upon the costa of the

hindwing. Further, the forewing overlaps the hind for a con-

* Wing-coupling apparatus in Drepanacra humilis McL., viewed from

beneath; ( x 24:). Lettering as in Text-fig. 1.
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siderable distance beyond the base; and, by pressing down upon

it, serves to increase the strength of the coupling in this rather

puwerfully-riying insect. This latter type of wing-coupling,

which occurs also in many Trichoptera, and in some of the most

Text-lig.CJ.

Wing-coupling apparatus in Archichau/iode-'i (jitftiftrns Walk., viewed from

above; ( x 12). A, beginning of amplexiform overfold; jJ, jugal lobe.

highly specialised Lepidoptera, I propose to term ainpl>;.rAjurm

(Lat. aiiiplf'.cits^ an embrace). It is always correlated with the

disappearance of the frenulum.

--^hT"^
Text-tig. 7.

Reduced wing-coupling apparatus in Raphidia macidicoUis Steph. ; ( x 40)

:

A/, humeral lobe; ,//, jugal lobe; f, roughened tubercular patch.

In the highest family uf the Order, the terrestrial Iiaj>hidiid<p,

both jugal and humeral lobes are present, but without Ijristles.

There is, however, a very peculiar patch uf roughened tubercles,

situated on the posterior margin of the forewing, just beyond the

jugal lobe (Text-fig. 7,^) This may })ossibly help in njaintaining

contact between the wdngs in tlight.
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From the above evidence, we iinist presume tliat the Archetype

of the Megaloptera possessed a somewhat reduced coupHiig-appa-

ratus, ill which the two lobes were present, the jugal bristles

absent, and the frenular bristles probably (piite vestigial.

Order TRICHOPTERA. (Text-figs. 8-9).

In this Order, the original wing-coupling apparatus undergoes

some remarkable developments, which have attracted very little

notice from entomologists, so far. In all the oldest families, one

can only recognise the jugal lobe, which is the anal lobe, of sys-

tematists in this Order. This appears as a strongly projecting

lobe at the base of the forewing, in such genera as EhyacophUa

(Text-fig. 8, J/). There are neither jugal bristles nor frenulum;

and the humeral lobe is suppressed, or else only slightly developed.

In no case does this jugal lobe pass under the hindwing during

flight; it merely rests upon the costa from above.

In the great majority of genera, the jugal lobe is absent or

vestigial, and new elements of wing-coup-
''**it5j— __^^<<^

ling have made their appearance. This \ -
; 7 ^^.,^.

iieAv type of wing-coupling is awy^/e-t^/orz/i,
i[-A;'',' y^

i.e., it is brought about by an overfold of ^..^""^^
""

the whole length of the anal area of the *"
~~"

fore wing upon the costa of the hind. But

besides this, there are many cases in Text-tig. 8.*

which the amplexiform coupling is strengthened by one of two
new devices, as follows:

—

(1) Between the anal vein of the fore wing, and the anal border,

there may be developed a single row of stiii" hairs, all pointing

forwards and outwards, on the underside of the wing. The row^

of hairs upon the costal margin of the hindwing is also stiliened;

so that, during flight, further strengtli is given to the amplexi-

form coupling by the intermingling of these two sets of stiif

hairs. I have seen this type of coupling in an archaic Austra-

lian genus of tlie family Fhryyaiteidce, not yet named.

* Wing-coupling apparatus in Rhyacopltila dorsal U Pict., viewed from
above; ( x 12) : jl, jugal lobe.
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(2) Much more commonly, and especially noticeable in the

families Lppfocerid(P- and Sericostvmatiche, is a type of coupling

whicli T propose to term multihamidate (Text-fig. 9). In this,

the row of hairs along the costa of the hindwing becomes special-

ised, for a greater or less length, by the de\'elopment of the hairs

into stiif hooks, which grapple the anal margin of the forewing,

and so bring about a very perfect form of wing-coupling. Tliis

type will be recognised as that which also occurs universally

throughout the Order Hymenoptera.

Text tig. y.

Row of booklets developed along the middle portion of the costal margin

of the hindwing in Otcefi-s sp., (Australia); ( x 83).

There are many genera in this Order in which certain of the

macrotrichia become developed into series of large, stiff bristles,

closely resembling those of a typical frenulum. These most

frequently occur along the main veins, or portions of them.

Bearing this in mind, I have searched very carefully for a true

fienulum in this Order, but I have not succeeded in finding one.

In tlie males of the remarkable and highly specialised genus

Plectrotarsits, whose systematic position within the Suborder

Inaequipalpia is still a matter of dispute, I have found a set of

two or three strong bristles in the position of the frenulum. But

they are absent in the female, and they play no part in the

coupling of the wings, which is of an advanced amplexiform type,

with the jugal lobe quite small and non-functional. In two other

very spiny genera, viz., Chimari'ha, and an unnamed Australian

genus having whorls of numerous spines upon the tibite, there

are also stiff" bristles in the position of the frenulum, at least in

the males. Those of the former genus are long and slender, and

are arranged in two or more irregular rows, quite unlike a true

frenulum; while those of the latter are also very long and slender,

irregularly placed, and lying flat along the wing, parallel to the

costa. In neither case do they play any part in wing-coupling.
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These developments must be regarded as isolated specialisations,

which must be expected to occur throughout an Order in which

all parts of the wing remain so well provided with hairs as in

the Trichoptera.

From the above evidence, we must conclude that the Arche-

type of the Trichoptera already possessed a highly reduced

coupling-apparatus, in which only one of the four original paits

w as represented, viz., the jnyal lob'-. This type may be designated

as the archaic jnyati' type of wing-coupling.

Order DIPTERA.
In this Order, owing to the loss of the hind wings, there is no

longer any need for a coupling-apparatus. But we can recognise

the jugal lobe of the forewing, in the form of the basal lobe

known as the aJala in this Order.

It is clear, therefore, that the Archetype of the Diptera re-

sembled that of the Trichoptera in possessing the archaic jugate

tijpe of wing-coupling, in which only the jugal lobe is present.

AVe might note here, parenthetically, that, in the other Holo-

metabolous Order (the Coleoptera), in which flight is carried on

by only one pair of wings, there may still be found evidences of

the original presence of a jugal lobe; e.g., in certain Hydro-

philidfP, where this lobe is quite large and conspicuous, though

it does not seem to perform any definite function.

Order LEPIDOPTERA.
(Text-figs. 10-16, and Plates xxix.-xxx., figs. 18).

Wehave kept this Order to the last, because, within it, there

are developed the most surprising and interesting of all the

specialisations arising from the old type of basal coupling-appa-

ratus, which we have already studied in the other Orders of the

Complex.

It has been frequently stated that certain families of INIoths,

viz., the JJicropterygidce {sena. /at., including the Eriocraniidcp)

and the HepiaUdcH, are distinguished from all other Lepidoptera

by the nature of their wing-coupling apparatus. To these, Mey-
rick(9) has lately added a third family, the Frutotheoridce, which
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he claims to be intermediate between the other two. These

families together form the 8uborder Jiigatfp* of Comstock, or the

group Micropterygina of Meyrick. The latter author (3, p. 7 97)

thus defines the character of the wing-coupling apparatus in this

group:— "Fore wings with an oblique membranous dorsal process

(
jugum) near base, forming with the dorsal margin a notch or

sinus, which receives the costa of the hindwings. Hindwings

without frenulum."

This may be taken as a standard definition of the jug<ife type

of wing-coupling; provided that we add what is perhaps not

quite apparent at first sight, that this true jugum passes under

the costa of the hindwing, and so forms the notch or sinus above-

mentioned, in which the costa is held as in a finger-and -thumb

grip. The nature of this coupling-apparatus is best understood

by ref ei-ring to Text-fig. 1 1

.

As contrasted with this J>'[/"-fe type, the rest of the Order is

usually regarded as forming a single Suborder Frenatae,"^ in which

the majority of the families possess a frenulum, but no jugum. A
good definition of this character has been given by Meyrick (3,

p. 4):
—"Generally from or near the base of the costa of the hind-

wing rises a stiff bristle or group of bristly hairs, termed the

freiinlfon, of which the apex passes under a chitinous catch on

the lower surface of the forewing, termed the retinaculum^ thus

serving to lock the wings together; the frenulum is commonly

single and strong in the male, multiple and weak in the female;

the retinaculum in the female is commonly represented by a

group of stiff scales."

However, certain families of the Frenata, including the great

division Rhopalocera or Butterfiies, do not possess this frenulum.

In these forms, the coupling of the wings in fiight is brought

al^out by the downward pressure of the posterior margin or

dorsum of the forewing upon the costa of the hind, the latter, on

its part, pressing strongly upwards from beneath. The humeral

* I fail to understand the use of the feminine plural, since tliese w'ords

are adjectives, and should agree with the neuter phual noun Ltpidoptera.

I propose, therefore, in future, to write them Jngata and Frenata, respect-

ivelj-.
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lobe of the hindwing is generally fairly large in these forms, thus

allowing a greater area of the hindwing to pass under the fore

than would be the case if it were normal in size. Thus it will

be seen that the type of coupling here represented is that which

I have already termed, in the Megaloptera and Trichoptera,

amplexiform. I propose to use this term to distinguish these

groups from those possessing a frenulum, without in any way

thereby indicating a belief that the amplexiform groups in the

Lepidoptera constitute a single line of descent. For it must be

evident that thei'e is no reason why the frenulum may not have

been lost independently along several distinct lines of descent,

leaving us at the present time with several isolated amplexiform

groups, each of which has its nearest relationship, not with the

other Amplexiformia, but with a different frenate group.

As an illustration of this, we find, in the Ca^tiiiidce, a family

in which both the frenulum and the humeral lol)e are well de-

veloped. From such a group, either a typical Frenate group or

a typical Amplexiform group might be descended; the former

b}^ reduction of the humeral lobe, the latter by loss of the

frenulum.

Considering that the condition of the wing-venation is of

greater importance than the structure of the wing coupling appa-

ratus, for the purposes of classification, I have already, in a pre-

liminary leport on this research (13), suggested that the primar}^

division of the I^epidoptei-a into two Suborders should be based

upon the former instead of the latter. I therefore defined two

Suborders as follows: —

-

i. Suborder HOAIONEURA.
Venation of fore- and hind wings closel}- similar and of primi-

tive design. (Families Microjderyyidtt {senst. /at.), I'rototheoridcf',

and Hepialidce).

ii. Suborder HETERONKURA,
Venation of hindwing reduced, and difi'ering widely from that

of the forewing. (All the other families).

The reason for discarding the older terms Jugata and Frenata,
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in favour of this new division, will be more fully appreciated

when we have completed our study of the Microptprycfidw.

Adopting, then, the above terminology, we may now proceed

to study in more detail the type of wing-coupling apparatus to

be found in the two divisions or Suborders.

i. Suborder HOMONEURA.

Family Micropterygid^ i^»ens. J at.).

(Plate xxix., figs.1-4, and Text-fig. 10).

In this family, I made preparations from the wings of all five

genera available to me, viz., Sahatinca, Micro'ptfivyx, Mnemonica,

Eriocrania, and Mnefiarchcea.

I should like here to thank the many kind correspondents who

have supplied me with specimens of this family, at all times diffi-

cult to obtain; and, in particular, Mr. Meyrick, for a series of

set specimens representing all five genera; Mr. A. Philpott, for

various New Zealand species, both set and in spirit, and for his

valuable observations on the flight of Sabatinca; and Mr. K. J.

Morton, of Edinburgh, for a large number of spirit-specimens,

which yielded excellent mounts and dissections.

In dealing with this family, I was at once struck by the

behaviour of the so-called jugum in cleared and mounted speci-

mens. Instead of arranging itself as a free lobe at the base of

the dorsum of the forewing, I found that it always insisted upon

remaining twisted under the wing itself, and that this position

could only be altered with difficulty, by drawing the jugum out

from under the wing with a needle. (Plate xxix., fig.l, and Text-

fig. 10a, c/).

Referring to figures of this jugum already published, I found

that Comstock(l), Forbes (8), and Meyrick (3, 4) had all figured it

as a projecting lobe, whereas Packard (10, 11) alone had depicted

the true position; though without, apparently, any idea of its

significance.

Turning next to the examination of cleared and descaled

mounts of the hindwing, I found invariably from three to six

lar^e bases of insertion (Plate xxix., fig.3, and Text-fig. 10, h.fr.)
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of a circular shape, situated along the costal border in the region

of the humeral lobe, this latter being only a slight prominence.

Comparing these with the bases of insertion of neighbouring

scales (sc), I found that they were of very much greater size, as

well as of more regular shape. It was evident, therefore, that

they were not the bases of either typical scales or of hairs, but

that they must belong to a series

of strong bristJpx, which had been

removed during the process of

descaling. This led me to infer

the presence of a true Jrenuhi

in this family.

The next step was to examine

set specimens from the underside,

under a fairly high power of the

microscope. To do this, I clipped

off the pin close to the underside

of the thorax, and then inserted

the head of the pin into a piece

of indiarubber, so that the moth

was exposed ventral side upper-

most. By this means the lens

could be brought close down upon

the wings, without touching the

pin. Text-%.10."

The immediate result of this examination was the discovery of

a set of strong bristles, nearly always three ov four in number,

more rarely two, five, or six, constituting a trufi frenuJum, but

directed outwards and upwards at a very slight inclination to

" Wing-coupling apparatus in Sahatinca inronnrueJla Walk., (New Zea-

land, fam. Micropterygicht') : a, base of dorsum of forewing in ? , viewed

from beneath; { x 88): J>, base of costa of hinrlwing in ? (descaled); ( x 83):

c, portion of the same enlarged, to show insertions of frenular bristles

[h.fr.) and insertions of scales (.sf.) from a part of the same wing for com-

parison; ( x 320): d, bases of wings in 6, the forewing viewed from

beneath, the hindwing from above; ( x83): fr, frenulum; Id, humeral lobe;

jl, jugal lobe. {Cf. Plate xxix., figs. 1-4).

b.fr
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the costa of the wino- (Text-fig. 10,//-). // is tJiPRc brisfhs, and

not tlip cofifa of thp hind?oing ifi^elf] ichirh hpcomp pnyagpd in fliP

dit or sinus formpd hphvppn the juyum and dorsimi of tJiP forpiciny,

Altlioiigh the difficulty of setting these tiny moths in the natural

position must be veiy great, I actually found three specimens in

which one or both wings had become engaged in the natural

manner; and one of these came from Mr, Meyrick's own col-

lection.

Wishing to have my result tested in the field, I wrote at once

to Mr. A. Philpott, of Invercargill, X.Z., asking him to investi-

gate the coupling-apparatus in the wings of the living insect, and

sending him careful drawings of my results. The onlj^ species

that he was able to stud}^ was a new species of Sabatinca, of

which he reported that the coupling apparatus was exactly" the

same, in structure and position, as that of >S'. inconyrup/Ia, repre-

sented in m}" drawings. He also added some valuable notes on

the habits of flight and rest in this species.*

Wecome, then, to the following conclusions with regard to the

Jlicroptpvi/g ida-

:

—
(1) In so far as it is a fact, that a definite and well-developed

frenulum is present in this family, the}" are of a frpnate rather

than lijngafp type.

(2) In so far as the so-called jugum does not pass backwards

under the hind wing, so as to engage the costa in a finger-and-

thumb grip, it is not a true jugum, but must be termed a juyal

lobe; also, for the same reason, these moths are not true jugate

types.

(.H) Since the jugal lobe is turned forwards under the forewing,

and acts as a catch for the frenulum, it is clear that it should be

regarded as an archaic form of rptlnacidum, analogous to, but

not homologous with, the retinaculum found in the true Frenate

forms.

(4) From this, it will be seen that the Microptpvygida- combine

in themselves certain characters belonging to both Jugate and

Frenate types.

* These are given in an Appendix to this Part, on p..'J18.
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I propose, therefore, to designate the kind of wino-coupHng

apparatus found in tliis famil}^ as Jugo-frenatt\

Apart from the speciahsation shown in the actual nnderfolding

of tlie jugal lobe, and the consequent alteration in the direction

of tlie frenular bristles, so as to lie more nearly parallel with the

costa of tlie hindwing, it will at once be seen that this type of

coupling is the exact homologue of that found in the older Orders

^lecoptei-a and Planipennia. It agrees more closely with the

latter, since both have lost the jugal bristles; but differs from it

in the larger number of frenular bristles, and in the less definite

development of the humeral lobe.

Thus we come to the logical conclusion, that the archaic jugo-

f renate type, found in the older Orders of the Panorpoid Complex,

is represented, at the very base of the Lepidoptera, by a some-

what more specialised jugo-f renate type, in which the retinacular

nature of the jugal lobe, already existing in the Planipennia, is

more accentuated by nnderfolding, so that the fienular bristles

are held in a firmer grasp.

Having now fully reviewed the position in the Micropfn'i/c/irhf,

we may pass on to consider the more specialised families.

Families H E p i A L i d je and P k o t o t h e o r i d ^

.

(Plate XXX., fig.5, and Text-figs. 11-1 2).

In the J/ppia/id(f, I have studied all the Australian genera

available, together with the Pala^arctic genus IL-piahift, of which

I possess a number of specimens. In the FrofofJiPorichf,

through the kindness of Dr. Pc'ringuey, Directoi* of the South

African Museum, Capetown, I have received two specimens for

study, one of which proved to belong to Mr. Meyrick's Proto-

tht'ora pplroHoma (9), while the other appears to represent a new

species, not yet described.

The typical piyum found in the great majority of the Hepi-

alidd-, and also in the genus Prototlipora, is shown in Text-fig. 11,

and also in Plate xxx., fig.o. It is a long and fairly stiff finger-

like process (in most species carrying very long and abundant

hairs), which projects well below the costa of the liindwing

during flight, and engages it in a strong finger-and-thumb grip.

22
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The resulting flight is, in most cases, exceedingly swift and

strong; indeed, there is one Australian species common enough

about Sydney, Perisspctii< ausfralasice Don., in which the males

fly so swiftly as to be

almost invisible, and

are most difticult to

catch. One has onl}^

to watch, too, the man-

ceuvres which both

sexes carry out during

courting, to be con-

vinced that dexterity

Text-fig. 11.* of flight is carried very

far in this family, and is certainly not surpassed by the greater

number of Heteroneurous forms. We may, therefore, regard

this true jugate type as a high specialisation, very superior to the

jugo-frenate type of the Micro2)terygidce.

In the genus Prototheora, I find no difference from the typical

jugate type of the Hppialidcf. The jugum is long and narrow,

and the costa of the. hind wing is quite devoid of bristles.

In the new (undescribed) species of the Prototheoridce which I

examined, there is a more primitive type of jugum, in the form

of a triangular lobe, only slightly more prominent than that to

be seen in many Trichoptera. As in this latter Order, this lobe

does not act as a true jugum, but appears to rest upon the upper

surface of the hindwing, just overlapping the costa. I do not

know^ whether this character is a constant for this species, having

only examined one specimen. It should be noted that, in study-

ing a long series of HepialidcE, a very similar development mani-

fests itself occasionally in one or both wings, especially in the

genera Charagia and Poriiia. Such occasional developments are

to be regarded as strictly atavistic, and indicate the evolution of

the highly specialised J^i^itwi from the o\dev jug cd lobe.

* Wing- coupling apparatus in Charagia eximia Scott, viewed from

beneath, with hairs removed; ( x 12): j, jugum; j*'^, jugal sinus. [Cf. Plate

XXX., fig.o).
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Some interesting deviations from the normal jugate type ma}'

now be noted in the Hejnalidce

:

—
(1) In the genus Pielu.% the jugum is a hard chitinous rod,

somewhat truncated at its tip, and placed so as to project de-

finitely beneath the anal area of the forewing (Text-fig. 12). It

is quite impossible to make this rod pass under the costa of the

hindwing, either in the living or freshly-killed insect. But it

will fit quite easily abovfi the costa of the hindwing, near the

base, where there can be found, in specimens that have been on

the wing, a deep groove worn in an oblique direction in the dense

hairs that clothe the area around the humeral cross- vein.

It would appear, then, that this genus differs from the rest of

the family in having the juguin lesting above the costa, not

beneath it, and also in the structure and position of the organ

itself. We should, therefore, regai'd this genus as highly

specialised.

(2) l7i the genus Lpfo, some specimens show a very weakly

formed jugum of very

small size for the bulk

of the insect: while

others have none at

all. The bases of the

wings are densel}'

clothed with long, soft

hairs. The method of

coupling in these mag-

nificent insects, which

are said to have great
Text-fig. 12.^

powers of flight, appears to be practically amplpxiform, the anal

field of the forewing being bounded anteriorly by a ver}^ strongly

developed lA, and overlapping the costa of the hindwing to a

considerable extent in flight.

(3) In the small moths of the genus Frau.% the jugum is very

short, yet it undoubtedly secures the costa of the hindwing in

* Jugum of Pie/ as hi/a/inatii)i Don., 9 , viewed from beneath, to show

natural position under anal area of forewing; ( x 6).
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the typical manner. Of the New Zealand Porina nmhracnlata,

Mr. Philpott writes, "the jugum is so small as to seem worthless

as a coupling in the manner of finger-and-thumb."

Thus we see that there is a considerable diversit\" in the form

and function of tlie jugimi, as developed in the Hcpialklfc.

The discussion as to how the highly specialised jugum of the

Hefialidcv is related to the jugo-frenate type of coupling-appa-

ratus found in the Microptpryciicht' is best left until we have

dealt with the Heteroneura.

ii. Suborder HETERONEURA.
A. Frenate Types. (Plate xxx., figs.6-8, and Text-figs. 13-1 6).

Meyrick's excellent definition of the frenate tj^pe has already

been quoted on p. 296. We ma)^ now profitably study, in more

detail, the difi'erences between the female and male types.

These differences are clearly correlated with differences in the

power and frequency of flight. In those forms in which the

female flies but little, the frenulum remains small, and composed

of a number of separate bristles, while that of the strongly-flying

male may be very large and strong. But in other forms, in

which both sexes fly almost equally well, the frenulum of the

female may be almost as strongly formed as that of the male,

though never consisting actually of a single bristle.

Text-fig. 13.

Wing-eoupling apparatus of Hippotion i^cro/a {Boisd.), 9 , showing fren-

ulum of eight separate bristles, and retinaculum of hairs arising from

cubitus (C'?0; viewed from beneath; ( x 16): h/, humeral lobe.

Text-fig. 13 shows the frenulum of a female Sphingid {Hippotion

scrofa Boisd.). The bristles composing it are eight or nine in
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number, all quite separate, but closely set together, as shown in

the figure.

The ret'inaciihim^ or catch, whicli holds these bristles in place,

is a very generalised structure, being nothing more than the

somewhat stittened haii's or scales which arise from the underside

of the cubital vein of the fore wing, and run oblique!}^ forward

and distad. The manner in which the fi'enulum is held in place

by these hairs is closely similar to that by which the jugum of

Pirhis is held in its groove by the hairs on the costa of the

hindwinu'.

Text-fig. 14.

Wing-coupling apparatus of Plusia rerticillata (Guer.), ? , showing fren-

ulum of two strong bristles, and retinaculum of stiff hairs arising from

cubitus [Cii); viewed from beneath; ( x30h hi, humeral lobe.

In the Noctuid genus Flusia, in which males and females fly

almost equally well, we may see a much more liighl}' specialised

coupling-ap[iaratus in the female. Here, the frenulum is com-

posed of only two (sometimes three) bristles, apparently formed

by the fusion of an original greater number, and almost as long

as those af the male. The retinaculum, too, is more strongly de-

veloped, the hairs being stiffer and more closely set, so as to form

a very definite catch for the frenulum (Text-fig. 14).

Turning next to the males, we find, in every case, a highly

specialised condition present (Plate xxx., fig.8, and Text-fig. 15).

Here, the frenulum is represented by a single huge bristle,

which may even reach to more than half the length of the wing,

as in the family Fsychiche. As Packard (10) has already shown,
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if this apparently single bristle be cut acnjss near its base, the

separate interior channels of the bristles of which it is actually

composed can be easily recognised. Thus, we see that the large,

male frenular bristle is not formed by liypertrophy of one of the

original series at the expense of all the rest, but by fusion and

lengthening of the whole set. The longitudinal Huting visible

along the somewhat fiatteiied basal part of this bristle is also

evidence of its composite nature.

Text-tig. J d.

A\'iiii;-coupling apparatus of Hippotio)i scro/a (Buiyd.), ^ , showing single,

strong, frenular bristle, engaged in hasp-like chitinou;; retinaculum

developed from the radius (B); viewed from beneath; ( x 14); hi,

humeral lobe.

The ?rfi'nacii/fwi in the male is a highly specialised structure,

having no homologue in the female, or in any other insect. It

consists of a strong, curved, chitinous catch, directed posteriorly

towards the hind wing, and developed from the underside of the

strong radius of the forewing, not very far from its base. This

structure is hasp-shaped, and forms a very etiicient catch for the

frenulum, which is able to slide to and fro within its grasp,

during ilight, without running any risk of becoming detached

(Text-fig. 15).

It is curious to note the difference in action required for the

coupling (jf the wings in the two sexes, owing to the difference

in position of the retinaculum. In the female, we must move

the hindwiny sharply forward, and then let it fall gently back,

so that the frenulum may become engaged in the catching hairs.
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But it is necessary to move the foreiving sharply forward, if one

desires to secure the coupling of the two wings in the male. In

doing this, the stationary frenulum is caught up by the moving

hasp-like retinaculum; and the grip, once effected, is not easily

lost.

AVe may sunnnarise these results briefly as follows:

—

Fetnale. —Unspecialisedyr('>i///?/?/iof from two to nine separate

bnstles set closely together. Unspecialised retinacubim of stiff

hairs or scales directed anteriorly, and developed from tlie under-

side of the cubitus of the forewing.

Male. —Specialised frciiuluiit of a single, large, composite

bristle, formed by fusion of the original series of separate bristles.

Specialised retinacidnrn in the form of a chitinous hasp, directed

posteriorly, and developed from the underside of the radius.

B. Amplexiform Types.

The groups which haxe lost tlie frenulum and adopted the

amplexAfomt type of wing-coupling (in which connection is main-

tained simply by overlapping of the anal area of the forewing

upon the well developed costal area of the hind, including the

enlarged humeral lobe) may be arranged in three super-families;

viz., the Saturniina, the Lasiocampina, and the Papilionina or

Rhopalocera. These three do not appear to be very closely

related.

The Saturniina comprise the large and highly specialised group

of the Atlas Moths or Emperors. These possess neither frenulum

nor proboscis, and have a highly specialised venation. Meyrick

places them as the last of his series Notodontina ; but this

arrangement does not seem to be generally accepted by other

Lepidopterists.

The Lasiocampina form a natural group, if the Eupterotidoi

and DrepauidcB be included in them. In the former family, a

frenulum is present; in the latter, most of the genera show a

small or reduced frenulum. In the other two families, the

Bndromidie and Lasiocampidce, the frenulum is absent. These

last show a very high specialisation of the amplexiform arrange-

;enera. For instance, in Lasiocampja, the
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humeral lobe is greatly enlarged, and is supported by a series of

recently funned ribs or cross-veins.

The Papiliunina furni another natural grouj), wliose origin

appears to be nuich in douljt. Meyrick and Hainpson consider

them to be derived from the Thyrldidiu. The Ilf^jjcriidai^ ho\\ -

ever, grade so closely into the Castniidai in Australia, ^Yhere

forms like Eusckumou are of Hesperiid structure in all but the

possession of the frenulum, that it is ditlicult to cast aside the

belief, held by the opposite school of Lepidopterists, that the

Co^fitluhe closely approximate to the ancestral form from which

the higher ButterHies, through the I/esjM'riid(e, ha\e been derived.

C. The Family Castmid.e.

j\[uch light can be thrown upon the evolution of the two types

of frenulum, in the male and female of Heteroneura respectively,

as well as upon the origin of Amplexitorm types, by the study of

Text -% 1(5.

\\'iH^-ci)upliU!4 appaialus of Sz/uemon hesperoults Feld., ,5 , vieAved from

beneath; ( X 14) : y'/-, frenulum; Fir, forewing; H>i\ liindwing; /•/, re-

tinaculum developed from radius (R); rf\ retinaculum developed from

cubitus iCn)', in 9 , this latter alone occurs.

the family Castaiidtf.^ In this family, both the humeral lobe

and tlie frenular bristles may be seen well developed, in such a

genus as >Si/7iem(m (Text-fig. 16). In the males of this genus, the

* For the supply of material for study in this famih% I am indeljted to

Mr. Geo. Lyell, F.E.8., of Gisborne, Vic.
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frenulum is of the usual type, i.e., elongated, and with all the

bristles fused together into a single, strong bristle. In the

female, there are two long and delicate l^ristles (as in Pln^ia)

accompanied usually by several sliorter bristles at their base.

The retinaculum of the female is (jf the usual type, consisting of

a patch of forwardly projecting scales, developed on the under-

side of the cubitus of the forewing; but this retinaculum is situ-

ated so far from the wing-base, that only the two longer bristles

can become engaged in it, and tlie connection appears to be easily

lost during Hight In the male, this retinaculum of scales upon

the cubitus is refautrd ([ii'ifr cott.spicxoftslt/ {Text-^'^AG, rt'), to-

gether with an additional development of a di(/ht ovrr/o/diur/ of

the edge of the radius in a backward direction {rl). Usually,

during Hight, the frenulum of the male is caught in the curve of

this overfold, as sliown in the figure. But if, at any tijne, the

frenulum slips out of this somewhat precarious hold, it is then

caught up by the still existing retinaculum on the cubitus, and
the insect can continue its Hight in the manner of the female.

Thus we see that, in St/tientoii, the type of coupling-apparatus

for the wings is much closer, in the two sexes, than it is in other

frenate moths; and we can scarcely doubt that the condition in

tlie male of this genus is that which preceded, in the males of

other frenate moths, the more specialised condition that we tind

in them at present.

If now, we turn to the genus Enschemon^ which is claimed by

some authors as a moth, by others as a buttertly, we Hnd that

the male has a well-developed frenulum and retinaculum of the

type found in other frenate moths, i.f., more highly specialised

than in Syufinon. But, on examining the female, I was surprised

to find no trace whatever of a frenulum or retinaculum; and it

it is evident that this sex couples its wings in the amplexiform

maimer of the Butterflies, by means of its large humeral lobe.

Thus, judged only on the form of its wing-coupling apparatus,

the male of Euscheinon is a frenate moth, the female a butterfly.

This genus, then, exactly bridges the gap between the old sub-

divisions Heterocera and Khopalocera. That this is not a mere
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chance convergence, I shall hope to prove in detail later on, when

we come to consider the question of kirxal forms; the larva of

Enschr}}io)i being, in almost exery respect, that of a typical

Hesperiid.

From the above evidence, the origin of the Amplexiform type

of wing-coupling in the Butterflies is naturally suggested as fol-

lows. The ancestors of the Butterflies must have had a wing-

coupling apparatus of the type seen in iSt/nrnuni at the present

day. By developing a manner of flight differing from that of

the moths, principally in the greater amplitude of wing-stroke

but lesser number of vibrations per second, the delicate, elong-

ated bristles of the frenulum in the female first began to fail to

hold the wings in position. The retinaculum being already too

far out for the shorter bristles to be of any use, the whole

frenular apparatus would then rapidly become aborted, and the

insect would depend upon the pressure exerted by the large

humeral lobe of the hindwing for keeping the wings in position.

That is to say, the Amplexiform type of wing-coupling first

became adopted in the female only, as we see it in Eui<che))Lon

at the present day. Next, considering the question of the male,

evolution could still proceed along one of two directions: either

the overfolding of the radius might continue to increase, until

an efficacious, hasp-shaped retinaculum (of the type seen in most

male f renate moths) had been developed, thus saxing the stronger

frenulum of this sex from extinction; or the line of evolution

might follow that of the female, presumably by the change in

the method of Might making it impossible for even this strong

frenulum to continue its hold upon the retinaculum, at a time

AS hen the latter had not yet i-eached the hasp-shaped stage. In

that case, frenulum and retinaculum would, in the end, become

aborted, as in the female, and we should arrive at the full Am-
plexiform type exhibited by the Buttertlies in both sexes.
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The following Table will exhibit, in a concise manner, the

differences in the c(jndition of the wing-coupling apparatus studied

above :

—

Group
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the true Jugate and Freriate types cannot possibly be deii\-ed,

because of the alteration of the direction of the frenular bristles,

and the turning-under of the jugal lobe. We must conclude,

therefore, that tlie Archetype of the Lepidoptera possessed a

primitive jugofrenate type of coupling-apparatus, of the form

found in the Planipennia; i.'\, with all parts present and normal,

except the jugal bristles, which were absent.

General Conclusions.

Reviewing the evidence afforded by all the Orders of the

Panorpoid Complex, we may legitimately arrive at the following

conclusions :

—

(1) The original coupling-apparatus was situated at the bases

of the wings, and was of a primitive jnyo-frenate type, in which

each wing developed a slight lobe towards the other, and these

lobes bore projecting bristles which came into contact, and so set

up a tactile connection between the two wings, to help in the

coordination of the act of Might. By increase in the size of the

lobes, or the length of the bristles, the connection became of a

more intimate kind, a certain amount of pressure being exerted

to keep the wings in position during flight.

In this primitive type, there were originally four elements

represented, viz., the j/iy a/ lobe with its juyal bristleti on the foie-

wing, and the hnuural lobe with ita freyiulum on the hind.

(2) The only Order which has retained this ancient type of

coupling-apparatus in its entirety is the Mecoptera; and, in this

Order, the apparatus is only fully functional in the two archaic

families Churisfiche and San ttochoriaf idee.

(3) By loss of the jugal bristles, and by increase of the size

of the two lobes, there arose the modification of the jugo-frenate

type seen in the Planipennia. This also is only fully functional

in the older families, such as the Ilfnurobiida'.

(4) By loss of the frenular bristles, reduction of the

humeral lobe, and increase in the size of the jugal lobe, there

arose the series of types seen in the Megaloptera, Trichoptera,

and the true J ugatc Lepidoptera {IL'jjLalldce and Frotothcoridoi).
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These parallel reductions must be coiiceiYed of as haYing taken

place quite apart from one another phyletically, and probably at

quite different geological periods. Though passing through the

same series of reductions, these three groups arrive at quite

different final results, as may be seen by comparing llapliidia

(Text-fig.7) with Opcrfh (Text-fig.9) and witli Characiia (Text-

fig. 11).

(5) The highest specialisation of the old jugo-frenate type, still

preserYing the original characters of that type, is the jugo-frenate

type of the Microjyfprygidcp, in which the jugal lobe is folded

under the forewing, so as to become directed forward and out-

ward, and the frenulum becomes engaged in the groove so formed.

Thus the jugal lobe functions as tlip most archaic form of rctina-

cnlnm yet discorcml.

(6) The origin of the specialised jugum of the HejnalidcE and

Protothcoridct is not to be traced dii-ectly from the Micropterygid

type, but fi'om an older, unspecialisefl, jugo-frenate type, such as

we find in the Planipennia. The jugal lobe remains projecting

outwards and downwards, not turned forwards to pass undei' the

forewing. At first, it rested upon the ct)sta of the hindwing, as

in the older forms of Tiichoptera. The frenulum, being useless,

disappeared. A later and higher specialisation led to the length-

ening and narrowing of the jugum, and finally to its adopting

the position seen in most of the Hej^iaUdce.

(7) From this, it follows that no existing type within the

Lepidoptera of to-day represents the true ancestral form or

Archetype of the Ordei\ That Archetype must have possessed

an iiiisppcifdiKcd, jayo-frpuatc coapJuai-apparat^is^ probably with-

out jugal bristles, as in the Planipennia to-day. The de\elop-

ment of the specialised jugo-frenate type of the Micropterycfidix,

on the one hand, and of the specialised jayatc type of the Hcpi-

alidce and Frotothcoridit on the other, must have pi'oceeded upon

diYergent lines.

(8) The frenate forms amongst the Lepidoptera are also de-

rived from the archetypic jugo-frenate foiin, and not directly

from the Microptn-yyidce, as is pro^•ed by the bristles of the

frenulum maintaininti- their original direction. This line was
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evolved simply by loss of the archaic ju^al lobe, with correlated

reduction in size and strength of the hindwing, as it became

more and more dependent upon the fore in fliglit.

The most ancient type of frenate coupling is that preserved

for us in the females of the whole series, where the bristles

remain short and unspecialised, and the retinaculum is formed

simply from the brush of stiff hairs or scales, that project for-

wards from the underside of the cubitus on the foi-ewing.

In the males, there is a higher degree of specialisation, the

frenular bristles becoming fused together and greatly lengthened,

while a new and more effective retinaculum is developed from

the underside of the radius in the forewing, in the form of a

posteriorly projecting hasp or catch of chitin.

(9) The amplexiform types amongst the Lepidoptera Hetero-

neura are to be regarded as a series of separate developments

(probably three in number) from originally frenate ancestral

forms. Of these, the most evident connection would appear to

be that uniting the frenate Ca^tiiiid(p, with their well developed

humeral lobe and clubbed antennae, with the very similar but

non-frenate IJpsiwriidfP.

(10) The only portion of the original coupling-apparatus left

in the highly specialised Order Diptera is the jugal lobe, which

becomes enlarged to form the aJula.

We may now exhibit, in the form of a short Table, the state

of the coupling-apparatus in the various existing groups, to which

we must add the Archetypes of the several Orders, as these

results will be required in the final discussion on the Phylogeny

of the Orders. (See pp. 3 16-3 17).
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8uGf4ESTED CLASSIFICATION FOR THK LePIDOPTERA.

The characters here studied, thongli not suitable for the main

subdivision of the Order into two Suborders, may be legitimately

used for the subdivision of the first of the two Suborders which

we have based upon the wing-venation, viz., the Homoneura.

They cannot, however, be used in subdividing the Heter<jneura,

since the three Amplexiform groups do not lie along one single

line of descent.

Wemay, therefore, adopt the following classfication :

—

Order LEPIDOPTERA.

1. Suborder HOMONEURA.

Venation of fore- and hind wings closely similar and of primi-

tive design.

Division A. Jugo-frenata. —With archaic jugo-frenate coup-

ling-apparatus consisting of jugal lobe, humeral lobe, and frenu-

lum; the jugal lobe turned under the forewing, and acting as a

retinaculum for the forewing Family Microjytpvyyidcp (s.lat.).

Division B. Jugata. —With specialised jugate coupling-appa-

ratus; the frenulum absent, the jugal lobe elongated and nar-

rowed, usually passing beneath the hindwing

Families HepiaJidce and Frototheoridce.

•2. Suborder HETERONEURA.

Venation of fore and hindwings dissimilar, that of the hind-

wing being strongly reduced in comparison with that of the

forewing. Coupling-apparatus of frenate type, except in three

of the highest groups, in which the frenulum is absent and the

coupling is of the amplexiform type.

(Division of the immense number of forms into superfamilies

and families must be based upon wing-v^enational and other

characters).
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Appendix.

Note on the habits of flight and resting position of Sahatinca.

The following note, communicated to me in January last by

Mr. A. Philpott, of Invercargill, N.Z., throws some new light

upon the habits of this archaic genus: —"Since returning home,

I have been watching for the new species of Sahatinca in a little

bit of bush near my house. The weather is still broken, but on

sunny days I have been able to learn a little about this species.

I have seen several, always on or near certain mossy logs. The

moth sits with its wings held roof-wise over the body. The head

and thorax are held high up, as if ready to jump. When taking

flight, the insect seems to spring into the air with closed wings,

and then to fly forwardi5 in a rather feeble and fluttering manner.

They do not fly far; five or six feet is a rather long distance for

them. The antennae are always held widely separated, pointing

obliquely forward and upward. I am keeping some in a jar with

moss, in an endeavour to get some eggs and larvee, but with no

result so far. When touched, these captives spring an inch or

two sideways, backwards, or forwards with equal ease. The

feeble fluttering flight of this species, and I suppose it to be char-

acteristic of the genus, is in marked contrast to the strong,

dashing, swift motion of the Hepialidce. The jugal lobe is folded

back as in S. inconyruella\ the frenulum is similar to your

drawing.
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EXPLANATIONOF PLATES XXLX.-XXX.

Plate xxix.

Fig. 1, —Jugum of MicropUryx aruucel/a Scopoli, viewed from beneath
;

( X 150).

Fig. 2. —Frenulum of same, viewed from beneath; ( x 125).

Fig. 3. —Humeral lobe and bases of insertion of frenular bristles in Saba-

tinea inconr/ruel/a (Walker); ( x 250).

Fig. 4. —Frenulum of Micropteryx thunhergeUa Fabr.
; ( x 125).

(Photomicrographs from descaled, cleared and mounted specimens.

The jugal lobe in Fig.l, and the humeral lobes in Figs. 2 and 4, have

become cracked across near their bases, owing to the pressure of the cover-

glass upon old and brittle material. Owing to the same cause, the frenular

bristles have become pressed down upon the hindwing, and their correct

directions somewhat altered).

Plate XXX.

Fig. 5. —Jugum of Charagia eximia Scott, viewed from beneath; ( x 8).

Fig.6. —Frenulum and retinaculum of Cephenodef^ janus janu.^ Miskin, 9 ,

viewed from beneath; ( x 5).

Fig. 7. —Frenulum and retinaculum of Hippotion scrofa Boisd., 9 , viewed

from beneath; ( x 7).

Fig. 8. —Frenulum and retinaculum of Hippotion scrofa Boisd., <J , viewed

from beneath; ( x 6).

(Photomicrographs from set specimens, not descaled. In Fig. 7, the

black bristles of the frenulum appear white, owing to the incidence of

strong artificial light directly upon them).


